JOHN FLYNN

TWO WOLVES
While John Flynn has drawn ovations as well
as invective from audiences unaccustomed to
this sort of candor, he has never before put
the pieces together with the insight reflected on
TWO WOLVES. The wonder of this album is
that it speaks to listeners as if it had emerged
from their own inner world.

Flynn has it all on TWO WOLVES:
a great band, powerful material, a
resolution to live and sing as he
must at this stage of life.
“John Flynn is the John Lennon of the plasma
generation” —Ramblin’ Jack Elliot
“The truth is in the details; the gifts are an ear for
accurate dialogue, an eye for powerful imagery and
anything funny, and a heart open to surprises and
the possibilities of moving the emotions...John Flynn
is one of a special breed of good-hearted artists
whose reaction to the human condition find kind,
humorous expression.” —Kris Kristofferson
“More than just a good song writer, performer, or
guitar player, John Flynn is a friend because he
actually does the kinds of things to help make the
world a little better.” —Arlo Guthrie
“John Flynn is as close as we come these days to a
live Phil Ochs.” —Sing Out!
TWO WOLVES features special guests KATHY
MATTEA and KRIS KRISTOFFERSON (who
sings backup on his own “HALL OF ANGELS,” a
previously unrecorded song).

Songs of faith (“My Father’s Chapel”), songs of
hope (“Trust the Rope”), songs that honor
(“Dover”), songs that measure our tolerance for
hypocrisy (“Put Your Freedom Where Your Mouth
Is”) and our capacity for savoring the pleasures of
love (“Sunflower”): With subtle metaphor and the
plain poetry of common speech, with simple
incantation (“No More War”) and snapshot
imagery (“Blink”), these songs convey essential
messages, wrapped like gifts in the colors of
music.
John (vocals, guitar, harmonica) is backed by a
superlative cast that includes Duke Levine and
Larry Campbell (guitars) , John Conte (bass),
Denny McDermott (drums), Stephanie Winters
(cello) as well as singers Kris Kristofferson,
Kathy Mattea, Jane Kelly Williams, and Amy
Helm
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